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Abstract

Although elastin fibres and oxytalan fibres (bundles of microfibrils) have important mechanical, biochemical

and cell regulatory functions, neither their distribution nor their function in cruciate ligaments has been investi-

gated. Twelve pairs of cruciate ligaments (CLs) were obtained from 10 adult dogs with no evidence of knee

osteoarthritis. Elastic fibres were identified using Verhoeff’s and Miller’s staining. Fibrillins 1 and 2 were immu-

nolocalised and imaged using confocal laser scanning microscopy. Hydrated, unfixed tissue was analysed using

Nomarski differential interference microscopy (NDIC), allowing structural and mechanical analysis. Microfibrils

and elastin fibres were widespread in both CLs, predominantly within ligament fascicles, parallel to collagen

bundles. Although elastin fibres were sparse, microfibrils were abundant. We described abundant fibres

composed of both fibrillin 1 and fibrillin 2, which had a similar pattern of distribution to oxytalan fibres. NDIC

demonstrated complex interfascicular and interbundle anatomy in the CL complex. The distribution of elastin

fibres is suggestive of a mechanical role in bundle reorganisation following ligament deformation. The presence

and location of fibrillin 2 in oxytalan fibres in ligament differs from the solely fibrillin 1-containing oxytalan fibres

previously described in tendon and may demonstrate a fundamental difference between ligament and tendon.
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Introduction

Cruciate ligaments (CLs) are dense bands of collagenous tis-

sue that are the primary stabilisers of the knee (femorotibi-

al) joint. The two components are anterior and posterior

cruciate ligaments, with the anterior cruciate ligament

(ACL) twisted around the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL)

forming the CL complex (Arnoczky & Marshall, 1977). Each

CL comprises multiple fascicles containing bundles of colla-

gen fibres (Kennedy et al. 1974; Yahia & Drouin, 1989; Amis

& Dawkins, 1991). Collagen fibres are not recruited isomet-

rically during knee joint motion and each change in knee

joint position recruits fibres differently (Amis & Dawkins,

1991; Butler et al. 1992). Although collagen provides tensile

strength to the ligament complex, other structural compo-

nents likely contribute to the overall mechanical function of

the complex (Frank, 2004). Microfibrils (MFs), polymers of

fibrillins 1 and 2, are considered to have a structural role in

ligament and tendon. Bundles of MFs are known as oxyta-

lan fibres. Elastin fibres comprise a central cross-linked core

of highly extensible elastin surrounded by a supporting

sheath of MFs, with many other associated molecules (Kiel-

ty, 2006). Collectively, oxytalan and elastin fibres are

referred to as elastic fibres. Elastin has traditionally been

considered a minor component of ligament tissue (Frank,

2004). A wide distribution of elastic fibres in the human

ACL has been described (Strocchi et al. 1992). In canine CLs,

only small numbers of elastin fibres have been reported

(Paatsama, 1952; Vasseur et al. 1985).

Elastic fibres have important mechanical, biochemical and

cell-regulatory functions in tissue. Reversible elasticity is a

function of both elastin and oxytalan fibres and is depen-

dent on water and calcium (Eriksen et al. 2001). MFs are stif-

fer than elastic fibres (Sherratt et al. 2003) and are highly

resistant to axial tension (Glab & Wess, 2008). Distribution
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of elastic fibres in tissue is considered to reflect function

(Kielty et al. 2002). Regions of canine superficial digital

flexor tendon (SDFT) that undergo the greatest strain defor-

mation have the highest regional elastin content (Ritty

et al. 2002). MFs also have key roles in extracellular regula-

tion of transforming growth factor (TGF) b (Charbonneau

et al. 2004) and cell adhesion (Ito et al. 1997; Wendel et al.

2000).

In the canine SDFT, fibrillin 1 is predominantly found in

fibre form, and elastin and fibrillin 2 predominantly pericel-

lularly. Fibrillin 2 is commonly found in MFs in foetal tissues

but has been considered to have limited distribution in

adult tissue (Cain et al. 2006). A recent study has suggested

microfibrils in post-natal tissue may comprise a fibrillin 2

core and a fibrillin 1 outer sheath (Charbonneau et al.

2010b). Failure of elastic fibres has been implicated in a

number of serious diseases (Kielty, 2006).

In this study, we use histology and immunofluorescence

to detail methodically the distribution of elastic fibres and

fibrillins 1 and 2 in the canine CL complex. We also use mi-

cromechanical manipulation and enzymatic digestion to

explore CL microanatomy. By understanding the distribu-

tion and function of these molecules in the CL complex, we

intend to gain a greater understanding of CL physiology,

providing valuable insight into the aetiopathogenesis of

non-contact ACL injury and information for future ligament

engineering projects in mammalian species.

Materials and methods

Sample collection and preparation

Twelve pairs of ACLs and PCLs were harvested from 10 skeletally

mature Greyhounds with no macroscopic evidence of any knee

joint pathology or of systemic disease. The animals were eu-

thanised for reasons not related to this study with informed

consent obtained according to standard University ethical

review. Six pairs of CLs from five dogs were sectioned into prox-

imal, middle and distal sections, embedded on cork discs in

Tissue-Tek OCT (Sakura Finetek, Torrance, CA, USA) and immedi-

ately snap-frozen in isopentane using liquid nitrogen, then

stored at )80 �C until immunofluorescence staining and NDIC

analysis. Six pairs of CLs from five dogs were fixed in 4%

paraformaldehyde (P6148; Sigma-Aldrich, UK) for 24 h, then

embedded in paraffin before sectioning for histological

examination.

Histology

Sequential 4-lm sections from paraffin-embedded samples were

stained with

• haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) to allow assessment of tissue

morphology

• Verhoeff’s iodine-iron haematoxylin (EVH) to assess distribu-

tion of elastin fibres

• Miller’s stain (M) to allow assessment of both elastin and oxy-

talan fibres

This staining methodology was used to allow assessment of

tissue architecture and, through comparison of EVH- and M-

stained sections, differentiation of elastin and oxytalan fibres

(Barros et al. 2002). Images were recorded on a dedicated micro-

scope (Nikon Eclipse 80i). H&E sections were assessed by two

observers blinded to sample information (K.D.S. and E.J.C.) for

signs of CL degeneration according to criteria detailed previ-

ously (Vasseur et al. 1985). Briefly, this involved awarding a

score from 0 to 3 according to the following criteria:

• Grade 0: healthy ligament

• Grade 1: mild degenerate changes with focal loss of collagen

architecture

• Grade 2: moderate degeneration with regional disruption to

collagen architecture and Grade 3: severe degeneration

affecting large sections of ligament.

Antibodies

Two antibodies were used to immunostain fibrillins 1 and 2 and

elastin. Antibodies against fibrillin 1 were rabbit polyclonal anti-

bodies raised against the proline-rich domain (Trask et al. 1999)

and toward the carboxyterminal domain of human fibrillin 1

(Ritty et al. 1999), respectively. Antibodies against fibrillin 2

were both rabbit polyclonal antibodies raised against the gly-

cine-rich region of human fibrillin 2 and against amino acids

Met-1 to Thr-1114 of human fibrillin 2, respectively (Trask et al.

1999). All four fibrillin antibodies have been affinity-purified

and do not cross-react (Ritty et al. 2002). Immunolabelling of

elastin was achieved using two commercial antibodies (ab9519,

monoclonal mouse IgG; Abcam, UK, 1 : 100, and E4013, mono-

clonal mouse IgG, Sigma-Aldrich).

Immunofluorescence

Longitudinal and transverse 30-lm sections were cut from six

pairs of CLs from five dogs on a cryostat (Bright OTF 5000) and

transferred to poly-L-lysine slides (Polysine, VWR, UK). Tissue

was fixed overnight in 100% methanol at )20 �C, then slides

were rinsed in distilled water and allowed to dry prior to stain-

ing. Cold methanol fixation was used for immunohistochemis-

try, as paraformaldehyde markedly reduced antibody binding.

Sections were rehydrated in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS),

pH 7.4 for 5 min, then incubated with hyaluronidase

(4800 IU mL)1 in PBS, H3884; Sigma-Aldrich) with a protease

inhibitor cocktail (P2714; Sigma-Aldrich) for 24 h at room tem-

perature, then rinsed for 5 min, three times in PBS. A second

incubation with collagenase (30 IU mL)1 in PBS, C2674; Sigma-

Aldrich) for 30 min was followed by a further PBS rinsing. Enzy-

matic digestion improved visualization of elastin and, to a lesser

extent, fibrillin 1. Sections were blocked with 5% normal goat

serum (PCN5000; Invitrogen, CA, USA) for 1 h at room tempera-

ture, then incubated with a solution of two antibodies raised

against elastin (ab9519 at 1 : 100 and E4013 at 1 : 5000) over-

night at 4 �C in a humidity chamber. A second incubation with

antibodies against fibrillin 1 or 2 (1 : 50) overnight at 4 �C was

followed by rinsing in PBS and incubation for 1 h at room tem-

perature with anti-mouse IgG-conjugated Alexafluor 488

(1 : 500, A11001; Invitrogen) and anti-rabbit IgG-conjugated Al-

exafluor 568 (A11011; Invitrogen). Sections were rinsed in PBS

before mounting in DAPI-containing medium (H-1500, Vecta-

shield, Vector Laboratories, UK). Negative controls were
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achieved by omitting the primary or secondary antibody and

one or both enzymatic digestions (data not presented). Positive

controls for elastin were performed on elastin-rich vascular tis-

sue where the distribution of elastin could be compared to his-

tochemically stained sections (data not presented). All four

fibrillin antibodies have been validated previously in canine

connective tissue (Ritty et al. 2002).

Nomarski differential interference contrast optical

microscopy (NDIC)

Unfixed 30-lm cryosections from six pairs of CLs from five dogs

were transferred to slides and kept moist using lactated Ringer’s

solution (Aquapharm No.11; Animalcare, UK). Fabric tabs were

attached to the sections using superglue to allow application of

transverse and longitudinal strain. Strain was measured relative

to the width of the tissue sample in the direction of strain appli-

cation and strain was progressively applied to 300%. Lactated

Ringer’s was applied to the section before applying a coverslip.

Images were recorded on a dedicated microscope (Nikon Eclipse

80i). This facilitated manipulation of unfixed tissue within a

physiological solution where the elasticity of elastic fibres

was preserved as described previously (Pezowicz et al. 2005;

Pezowicz et al. 2006).

Imaging

Two-dimensional images were collected on a dedicated micro-

scope (Nikon Eclipse 80i) using ·10, ·40 or ·100 objective

lenses. A confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) (Zeiss LSM

510 META NLO) was used to obtain three-dimensional images.

A ·63 oil immersion lens was used, and two-dimensional

images are presented as projections of three dimensional

stacks.

Results

Animals

Of the 10 dogs, six were male and four female. Seven pairs

of CLs were from the male dogs and five pairs of CLs from

the female dogs. Ages ranged from 32 to 68 (median 35)

months, and all had been in training for racing prior to

being subjected to euthanasia.

H&E sections

All ACLs and PCLs from six knees were assessed as having a

low level of degenerative change (Grade I by both assessors

according to Vasseur scale). Staining of collagen through-

out the ligaments demonstrated no loss of density or dis-

ruption to the collagen architecture.

Elastin fibres (EVH)

Elastin fibres were distributed consistently throughout both

ACLs and PCLs with little variation within CLs, between ACLs

and PCLs or between CLs of differing joints or dogs.

Increased numbers of elastin fibres were observed in the

epiligament. This increased staining was uniform in degree

and pattern in the surface layers of both CLs. Within the

substance of both CLs, elastin fibres varied in width and ori-

entation and most were orientated parallel to collagen

bundles (Fig. 1A). Elastin fibres were more commonly found

on the surface of rather than within collagen bundles.

Increased elastin fibre staining was observed in interbundle

Fig. 1 (A) Distribution of elastin fibres in the CL complex, longitudinal section, ACL ·100 Verhoeff’s stain. Sparse elastin fibres (arrowheads)

orientated parallel to collagen bundles. Scale bar: 40 lm. (B) Distribution of elastin fibres in the CL complex, longitudinal section, PCL ·100

Verhoeff’s stain. Short elastin fibres (arrowheads) are seen running obliquely between two collagen bundles. Scale bar: 40 lm. (C) Distribution of

elastin fibres in the CL complex, longitudinal section, ACL ·100 stained with antibodies to elastin. Perpendicular fibres of elastin (stained green;

yellow arrowheads) spanning an interbundle region (edge of collagen bundles marked by black lines). Notice the similarity to the interbundle fibres

stained histochemically in (B). Scale bar: 40 lm. (D) Distribution of microfibrils in the canine CL complex, longitudinal section, PCL, Miller’s stain:

Larger elastin fibres (blue arrows) are seen parallel to collagen bundles. Finer microfibrils (black arrowheads) run obliquely and vary in size. The

field contains many fine microfibrils, many of which are only just visible at this Scale. Scale bar: 40 lm. (E) Distribution of microfibrils in the canine

CL complex, transverse section, ACL, Miller’s stain. Microfibrils (black dots; blue arrow) abundant within the collagen bundles. Scale bar: 40 lm.

(F) Distribution of fibrillin-1 in the canine CL complex, longitudinal section, ACL, · 100, no enzymatic pre-treatment. Fibrillin-1 (red) forms fibres.

Scale bar: 40 lm. (G) Distribution of fibrillin-1 in the canine CL complex, longitudinal section, ACL · 63 CLSM image, enzymatic pre-treatment:

Fibrillin 1 (orange) is found pericellularly where nuclei are rounded (nuclei in blue). Staining of fibrillin 1 is also seen extending parallel to collagen

in a fibre-like structure (arrows) from an elongated nucleus. Although some co-localisation (yellow) is seen with elastin (green), elastin fibres were

generally found to contain little fibrillin 1. Scale bar: 50 lm. Images H–K taken from a single longitudinal section, Greyhound ACL, · 100. (H)

Elastin and fibrillin 1 rarely co-stain when in fibre form. Fibrillin 1 (red) forming fibres (yellow arrowheads). (I) Elastin (green) forming fibres (yellow

arrowheads). (J) Combined image of A and B showing lack of co-localisation of fibrillin 1 and elastin in fibre form. (K) Light image showing detail

of collagen bundles. Both fibrillin 1 and elastin fires run parallel with collagen bundles. Scale bars H–K: 40 lm. (L) Distribution of fibrillin-2 in the

canine CL complex, longitudinal section, ACL · 63 CLSM image from fascicular region showing fibrillin-2 (red) in long and dense fibres broadly

aligned with collagen bundles, with some branching. Nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar: 50 lm (M) Distribution of fibrillin-2 in the

canine CL complex, longitudinal section, PCL, · 40. Fibrillin-2 (red) shows a highly branched pattern. Scale bar: 100 lm. Images N and O taken

from a single longitudinal section, ACL, · 100. (N) Co-staining of elastin and fibrillin 2. Two brightly staining parallel elastin fibres are noted

(green; yellow arrowheads) with one solitary faint staining elastin fibre (green; red arrowhead). Scale bar: 40 lm. (O) Co-staining of elastin and

fibrillin 2. Two fibrillin 2 fibres corresponding to the elastin fibres are noted (white arrows). There is a fibrillin 2 fibre corresponding to the faint

elastin fibre (yellow arrow). The majority of fibrillin 2 fibres do not co-stain for elastin. Scale bar: 40 lm.
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regions (Fig. 1B). Interbundle elastin fibres were orientated

either perpendicular or oblique to collagen bundles and

were either straight or tortuous (Fig. 1C). Elastin fibres were

abundant in interfascicular regions and were loosely organ-

ised. Elastin fibres could not be imaged without dual enzy-

matic digestion.

Oxytalan fibres (Miller’s stain)

Oxytalan fibres were more numerous and finer than elastin

fibres throughout both CLs. No differences were noted in

oxytalan staining between proximal, middle and distal CLs,

between ACLs and PCLs or between knees or dogs. Oxyta-

lan fibres were found in the epiligament, subjectively at

greater frequency than that observed in the substance.

Fibres were broadly orientated along the axis of the under-

lying collagen bundles, but significant numbers of fibres

were oblique and perpendicular. Within the substance of

the CL, large numbers of fibres were observed running

parallel to collagen bundles, and were often only just visible

at the very limit of resolution of the microscope at ·100 oil-

immersion magnification (Fig. 1D). The majority of fibres in

the interfascicular region were arranged in a fine, tortuous

meshwork with no overall orientation, although some ran

perpendicularly between bundles. Oxytalan fibres were

commonly found both on the outside and within collagen

bundles, where again there was marked variation in diame-

ter (Fig. 1E).

A B

C D

Fig. 2 Images (A) and (B) taken simultaneously from adjacent regions under identical stress, demonstrating variation in ligament strain during

constant stress in the ACL in fully hydrated, unfixed tissue, longitudinal sections. Double-headed white arrows indicate direction of applied stress.

(A) Tightly adherent collagen bundles with no lateral separation with stress applied perpendicularly to collagen bundles. Scale bar: 100 lm (B)

Interfascicular region demonstrating loose but organised tissue following application of stress perpendicular to ligament fascicles. Interfascicular

fibres run obliquely to fascicles in both directions. Scale bar: 100 lm. (C) Variation in interbundle strain during application of perpendicular stress

in the CLs in fully hydrated, unfixed tissue, longitudinal section, PCL · 40. Direction of applied strain is shown by yellow double-headed arrow.

Collagen bundles are marked as yellow ‘B’. Straight, thick transverse interbundle fibres (black arrows) are seen. Scale bar: 100 lm (D) Variation in

interbundle strain during application of perpendicular stress in the CLs in fully hydrated, unfixed tissue, longitudinal section, ACL · 40. Collagen

bundles are marked as yellow ‘B’. Unilateral oblique interbundle fibres (white arrowheads). Subdivision of these oblique fibres is noted (red

arrowhead). Scale bar: 40 lm.
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Fibrillins

Fibrillin 1 was consistently found throughout both ACL and

PCLs. In sections that had not undergone enzymatic diges-

tion, fibrillin 1 was seen to form fibres throughout both CLs

(Fig. 1F). These fibres were often markedly branched. Dense

fibre staining was seen throughout interfascicular regions

where fine fibres formed a dense, irregular meshwork, simi-

lar to that previously described for histochemical microfibril

staining. Where nuclei were round, fibrillin 1 was found

only pericellularly (Fig. 1G). Co-localisation with elastin was

commonly seen pericellularly, but fibrillin 1 was rarely seen

when the elastin was part of a fibre (Fig. 1H-K). In the epi-

ligament fibrillin 1 was more abundant than was seen in

the ligament substance. No interligament or regional varia-

tion was apparent. The staining intensity of fibrillin 1 was

reduced slightly by collagenase but not by hyaluronidase

enzymatic digestion.

Fibrillin 2 was organised in numerous fibres, broadly ori-

entated parallel with collagen bundles, with occasional

oblique fibres (Fig. 1L). These fibres were observed

throughout ACL and PCLs and could also be highly

branched (Fig. 1M). The pattern of distribution was similar

to that of fibrillin 1. Where elastin fibres were seen, fibrillin

2 was commonly co-localised (Fig. 1N,O). However, the

majority of fibrillin 2 fibres did not stain for elastin. Weak

pericellular staining was occasionally noted throughout

both CLs. No interligament or regional variation was

apparent. Fibrillin 2 fibres were present on sections with-

out collagenase and hyaluronidase treatment and staining

was unaffected by enzymatic digestion.

NDIC

Perpendicular stretching of hydrated unfixed ligament

under NDIC revealed complex interconnections between

collagen bundles and fascicles when compared to

unstrained tissue. These changes were consistent between

CLs and between dogs. When the whole diameter of the

ligament was subjected to lateral stress, all of the strain

was observed in the interfascicular regions (Fig. 2A,B).

The collagen bundles remained tightly opposed, whereas

the interfascicular region showed loose but organised

fibres.

When individual fascicles were fixed, perpendicular strain

allowed observation of interbundle anatomy. With minimal

strain, residual fibres were seen running transversely

(Fig. 2C), obliquely in one direction (Fig. 2D) or obliquely in

both directions. Following the removal of the lateral stress,

the bundles recoiled spontaneously. Further separation of

collagen bundles separated the oblique fibres into S-shaped

subdivisions which were again reversible following the

removal of lateral stress. Fibres that spanned interbundle

regions transversely could be found with or without

oblique fibres and could be anchored by a single point on a

collagen fibre or a more diffuse and complex attachment

deeper into the bundle.

Discussion

In this study we have demonstrated the widespread pres-

ence of elastic fibres, elastin, and fibrillins 1 and 2 in the

canine CL complex. Analysis of subdivisions of the CL com-

plex has demonstrated abundant oxytalan fibres and that

these have a similar pattern of distribution to the fibres

comprising fibrillins 1 and 2.

Elastin fibres were found throughout both ACL and

PCLs and were abundant in the interbundle and interfasci-

cular regions. Sparse fibres within bundles are unlikely to

contribute to the mechanical strength of the ligament but

may provide additional stiffness at low strain and stress

(Smith & Fazzalari, 2006). In the periodontal ligament,

elastin fibres have been suggested to provide mechanical

support to the vascular network, restoring vessel shape

following deformation (Sawada et al. 2006). During liga-

ment micro-movement, blood vessels are thought to be

occluded (O’Donoghue et al. 1971; Kobayashi et al. 2006)

and such elastic mechanical support may also be impor-

tant in the CL. Whereas elastin fibres were only rarely

found within bundles, oxytalan fibres were abundant. Cer-

tainly the high density of oxytalan fibres within collagen

bundles would suggest some role in mechanical ligament

function such as absorption of low strain stiffness, comple-

menting the tensile strength of collagen fibres, or restora-

tion of longitudinal conformation following longitudinal

strain (Karlinsky et al. 1976; Oakes & Bialkower, 1977; Oxl-

und & Andreassen, 1980; Oxlund et al. 1988; Lee et al.

2001).

Where elastin formed part of an elastin fibre, fibrillin 2

but not fibrillin 1 commonly co-localised. The authors

believe the pattern of fibrillin 2 staining was similar to both

fibrillin 1 and oxytalan fibre distribution throughout the

CLs. The density and distribution of oxytalan fibres was

similar in histochemically stained and immunofluorescence

sections (compare Figs 2B,D). Thus fibrillin 2 appears to be a

significant component of microfibrils in canine CL. As the

MF is a key component of the elastin fibre, this explains the

co-localisation of elastin and fibrillin 2. However, immuno-

staining of fibrillin 1 revealed fibres likely to be microfibrils

(Kielty, 2006; Yu et al. 2007) but there was very little fibrillin

1 staining associated with elastin fibres. Collagenase diges-

tion has been shown to remove fibrillin 1 from the MF,

potentially exposing the fibrillin 2 core (Charbonneau et al.

2010b), but in this study it resulted in a reduction in the

intensity of fibrillin 1 staining. As collagenase digestion was

required to immunostain elastin, this may have disrupted

the fibrillin 1 staining pattern.

In the canine CL complex, the distribution of fibrillin 1

and 2 differs from that described in other tissues. Fibrillin 2

has been considered to have limited distribution in adult tis-
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sue (Cain et al. 2006) but MFs may comprise an inner core

of fibrillin 2 surrounded by fibrillin 1 (Charbonneau et al.

2010b). In canine SDFT, only fibrillin 1 was observed to form

fibres (Ritty et al. 2002). However, the unmasking of the

fibrillin 2 epitope may be a marker for MF degeneration

(Charbonneau et al. 2010a). Canine CLs commonly have his-

tologic changes considered to be degenerative (Vasseur

et al. 1985; Comerford et al. 2006) and the widespread fibre

pattern may reflect degeneration of the CL ECM unmasking

fibrillin 2.

When imaging the variation in interfascicular and inter-

bundle anatomy in unfixed, hydrated tissue the fibres of

the interfascicular region appear loosely organised and may

allow fascicles to move freely in relation to each other.

Furthermore, the highly deformable nature of the inter-

fascicular fibres could offer some stress protection for other

structures such as blood vessels and nerves that run within

these regions. Our observations show a hierarchical sub-

division of interbundle fibres similar to that described in

the human annulus fibrosus (Pezowicz et al. 2005). We have

shown interbundle and interfascicular fibres to contain

elastin and oxytalan fibres histochemically and through

immunofluorescence. These elements show strikingly similar

anatomical distribution to the interbundle and interfascicu-

lar fibres we demonstrated on unfixed, hydrated CL using

NDIC (compare Figs 1C and 2C). We have also shown the in-

terbundle and interfascicular fibres to have elastic proper-

ties. Therefore it is not unreasonable to assume that these

fibres contain elastin and oxytalan fibres. A passive recoil

system formed from elastin and oxytalan fibres offers a

mechanism whereby ligament anatomy can be restored fol-

lowing deformation. Such a mechanism has been proposed

in the heart valves (Vesely, 1998) and annulus fibrosus

(Cloyd & Elliott, 2007; Yu et al. 2007).

In summary, we have shown that elastic fibres may have

potentially important mechanical roles in this ligament

complex. We described abundant oxytalan fibres composed

of both fibrillin 1 and 2 and have suggested this differs

from the solely fibrillin 1-containing oxytalan fibres previ-

ously described in tendon. The presence and location of

fibrillin 2 in MFs in ligament may demonstrate a fundamen-

tal difference between ligament and tendon.
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